




equations, and figures. By writing on the PowerPoint slides during lecture and being able to 

write clearly where needed, the benefits – from the instructor’s perspective – were very high. 

Previously, the instructor used a mouse to mark-up slides, but the clarity of the markings and 

utility was highly limited. Initial implementation in the classroom was challenging because it 

required writing while looking at the projector and improved over time. The major problem, 

however, was that the pen tablet would occasionally cause PowerPoint to freeze, resulting in 

lost class time and lost notes. Despite the challenges, the greatest success was posting and 

sharing notes generated in real-time during class. As a result, this instructor felt that the positive 

benefits significantly outweighed the negative issues. Far less successful was using the tablet to 



Secondly, the ability to write in the “whiteboard” applications (MS One Note on the Windows 

operating system, and Xournal of Ubuntu Linux) helped with a free flow of, and explanation of, 

ideas, in contrast to highlighting text/images in pre-created documents. Similar to Willoughby 

and Matsuo, he initially experienced installation-related issues but was able to sort them out. 

Overall he found the implantation of the tablet in his course to have been a good experience 

and a positive supplement to his instruction. 

 Lauren Arend unexpectedly encountered logistical issues that included a classroom 

change that interfered with its implementation during the Fall 2014 semester. Arend found using 

the tablet to be somewhat cumbersome which led to additional prep time to use the tablet. 

Ultimately, she found for in-class lectures, writing on the board to be more effective and 

efficient.  For Arend, taking photos of work on the board and uploading it to Blackboard was a 

better way to capture written work that was done in class. For a fully online course in Summer 

2015, Arend used the tablet to create demonstrate solutions to worksheet problems.  This was 

useful as it allowed students to “view” the solving of problems.  However, she still found using 

the tablet to be somewhat cumbersome and the quality of the drawings was not as good if they 

had been drawn without the tablet.  More practice with the tablet may have helped with this, but 

ultimately Arend found the tablet cumbersome.   

 

Lessons and Possible Applications The lessons learned is that there are technical issues with 

the Wacom and thus should not be considered a full substitute for notes (i.e., should be 

considered a supplement) and considerable practice, both in the office and in the classroom, 



Future Plans It appears that Willoughby and Mudigonda are likely to continue implementing 

the tablet in our graduate statistics courses. 


